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Abstract
Standard neural machine translation (NMT) al-
lows a model to perform translation between
a pair of languages. Multilingual neural ma-
chine translation (NMT), on the other hand, al-
lows a model to perform translation between
several language pairs, even between language
pairs for which no sentences pair has been
seen during training. This paper presents ex-
periments with zero-shot translation on low
resource Indian languages with a very small
amount of data for each language pair. We
first report results of zero-shot translation in
balanced data settings over all considered lan-
guage pairs. We then expand our experiments
for additional three rounds by increasing the
training data with 2,000 sentence pairs in each
round for some of our language pairs. We ob-
tain an increase in translation accuracy with
its balanced data settings score multiplied by
7 times for Manipuri to Hindi during round-III
of zero-shot translation.

1 Introduction

End-to-end neural Machine Translation
(NMT) (Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau
et al., 2015; Cho et al., 2014) can be applied
to low resource languages with the risk that
small amounts of training data result in low
translation accuracy (Koehn and Knowles, 2017).
Improvement in translation of low resource
languages has been reported with the use of
multilingual models (Ha et al., 2016; Johnson et al.,
2017), back-translation (Sennrich et al., 2016a)
and unsupervised learning (Lample et al., 2018).
Initially, MT systems were designed for one single
language pair (Johnson et al., 2017). However,
NMT systems can be trained simultaneously on
many language pairs. This enables translation
from and into any of the languages used during
training. Dong et al. (2015) first modified an
attention-based encoder-decoder model so as to

perform multilingual translation from one language
to many languages while Luong et al. (2015) used
multitask learning for multilingual training. Firat
et al. (2016) introduced the notion of multilingual
NMT, by sharing the attention mechanism across
several languages. Gu et al. (2018) introduced the
notion of universal machine translation, where
a universal representation space is used for all
languages. Johnson et al. (2017) introduced
zero-shot translation: training on multiple source
languages and multiple target languages enables to
translate arbitrarily between any of the languages
used during training, even between languages
for which no sentence pair was ever seen during
training. The authors characterised zero-shot
translation as “a working example of transfer
learning within neural translation models”.

Our work consists in testing the use of zero-shot
translation for a very low resource language, an
Indian language called Manipuri, locally known
as Meiteilon, in the context of training with other
Indian languages between which no parallel data
may exist. Again, Manipuri is a low resource lan-
guage. It is spoken by about two million people
predominantly in the state of Manipur, India. It
is an endangered language (Moseley and Nicolas,
2010) from the Sino-Tibetan language family and
it shows highly agglutinating word structure. With
its language status as endangered, it is one of the
two endangered languages of the 8th Schedule of
the Indian Constitution. Machine translation for
this language is at its infant stage due to the very
limited amount of resources available.

Our work makes use of the pmindia
dataset1 (Haddow and Kirefu, 2020). This
data set provides monolingual and parallel corpora
with English for thirteen Indian languages. We
take the following language pairs into consid-

1http://data.statmt.org/pmindia/

http://data.statmt.org/pmindia/


eration: Assamese–English, Bengali–English
Hindi–English and Manipuri–English2. Our main
objective is to measure how much can be achieved
in translation from Manipuri into the three other
Indian languages (Assamese, Bengali and Hindi),
without using any data from these language pairs,
thanks to zero-shot translation. Additionally,
we use the JW300 dataset3 (Agić and Vulić,
2019; Tiedemann, 2012) for Assamese–English
language pairs for three rounds of the experiment
due to the limited number of data present in the
pmindia data set for this language pair. In our
experiments, we use only the above-mentioned
resources. Our goal is to improve the translation
quality of our zero-shot translation system among
the low resourced languages. We propose to
control the translation quality by introducing the
notion of balanced data settings in the respective
language pairs as a parameter. The reason why we
concentrate on Manipuri is that it is an extremely
low resource language: only 7,000 sentence pairs
in Manipuri–English are available in the pmindia
data set. Developing MT systems with such a
small amount of data is a true challenge. Our
experiments consist in increasing the training
data by groups of 2,000 sentence pairs (Indian
language–English), in three rounds. We measure
the translation accuracy between Manipuri and
other Indian languages in this zero-shot translation
setting.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes previous work. Section 3 gives de-
tails about the data set used. Section 4 presents the
methodology. Section 5 describes the experiments,
their results and provides an analysis. Section 6
concludes and proposes future directions.

2 Related work

NMT (Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013;
Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015; Cho
et al., 2014) for a single language pair has been
explored extensively over the years. It has been
extended to multilingual models (Dong et al.,
2015; Luong et al., 2015; Ha et al., 2016; Firat
et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2017) on available
multilingual data. One of the approach is that
of zero-shot translation (Johnson et al., 2017;
Arivazhagan et al., 2019) between language pairs

2The codes from ISO 639-2 for these languages are as fol-
lows: Assamese (asm), Bengali (ben), Hindi (hin), Manipuri
(mni) and English (eng)

3http://opus.nlpl.eu/JW300.php

for which no parallel data has been seen during
training. Another interesting work addressed
by (Johnson et al., 2017; Ha et al., 2016) is
the introduction of artificial token. It helps in
minimizing the architectural changes in the
decoder. Zero-shot machine translation has been
explored for low resource languages. Zoph
and Knight (2016) proposed an approach for
multi-source translation. Their model consists
in multiple encoders with a different attention
mechanism for each source language. However,
this model requires a multi-way parallel corpus
for every language pairs, which is hard to obtain,
especially for languages with low resource. NMT
captures cross-lingual learning (Kim et al., 2019;
Zoph and Knight, 2016) and it serves as a big
motivation for zero-shot translation. Firat et al.
(2017) introduced the notion of zero-resource
translation. They used a pre-trained multi-way
multilingual model and performed fine-tuning with
the pseudo parallel data generated by the model.
Madaan and Sadat (2020) introduced an approach
for improving multilingual NMT for Indian
languages. They showed that their model is able to
improve the translation for low resource language
pairs by leveraging high resource language pairs
thanks to transfer learning. Our work is closely
related to (Johnson et al., 2017): we analyse the
performance of multilingual models on our data
and perform zero-shot translation as well. The
originality in our work is that we aim to improve
the translation quality of our model and since we
deal with low resource languages, we propose to
control the translation quality such that we train,
validate and test our model on balanced data sets
across all the language pairs.

3 Dataset

For our work, we use the pmindia dataset (Haddow
and Kirefu, 2020).4 This data set contains the offi-
cial documents from the Prime Minister Office of
the Government of India. It contains monolingual
and parallel corpora. There are 13 Indian languages
and English in it.

We use data for four language pairs from the
parallel corpus found in the data set: from each
of Assamese, Bengali, Hindi and Manipuri, into
English. The language pairs belong to different
language family, yet they have high lexical simi-

4https://www.pmindia.gov.in/en/
pm-india-language-banner/

http://opus.nlpl.eu/JW300.php
https://www.pmindia.gov.in/en/pm-india-language-banner/
https://www.pmindia.gov.in/en/pm-india-language-banner/


Language
pair

sentence
pairs

words
/ sent.

word
types

Assamese 9,732 17 26,649
English 20 22,900
Bengali 29,584 15 55,150
English 17 38,781
Hindi 56,831 20 52,441
English 19 59,061
Manipuri 7,419 15 22,289
English 19 18,502

Table 1: Statistics on the data set used.

larities because of regional influences. Assamese
(ISO 639-2 asm), Bengali (ben) and Hindi (hin) be-
long to the Indo-Aryan language family, Manipuri
(mni) belongs to the Sino-Tibetan language family
and English (eng) belongs to the Indo-European
language family. Assamese, Bengali and Manipuri
share the same writing system, the Eastern Nagari
script. Bengali has high language influence on As-
samese, and some influence on Manipuri as well.
Hindi, on the other hand, influences all the other
languages, with a lot of words borrowed from it.

Statistics about the data used are presented in
Table 1. The largest number of sentence pairs is for
Hindi–English (almost 60,000). Only half is avail-
able for Bengali–English and less than 10,000 for
Assamese–English and Manipuri–English, the lat-
ter one having only 7,419 sentence pairs. The num-
ber of words per sentence in all languages ranges
from 15 to 20. The number of word types in each
language reflects the number of sentences and the
structure of the language: it is natural that the more
the sentence pairs, the higher the number of word
types; it should however be observed that, although
the number of sentence pairs in Bengali–English is
half of that in Hindi–English, the number of word
types in Bengali is higher than in Hindi. Addition-
ally, we use the JW300 dataset (Agić and Vulić,
2019; Tiedemann, 2012) for Assamese–English
language pairs for three rounds due to the limited
number of sentence pairs present in the pmindia
data set.

4 Methodology

We propose to first measure the effect of using
zero-shot translation on balanced data sets for all
language pairs. We then expand our experiments
and increase the training data with the aim of in-
specting how efficient or not transfer learning can

be. The increase will be performed by groups of
2,000 sentence pairs in training for language pairs
excluding Manipuri. There will be three rounds of
increase of data.

To deal with numerous source and target lan-
guages during multilingual or zero-shot translation
training, we classically introduce an artificial to-
ken at the beginning of all the source language
sentences. The artificial token contains the infor-
mation about the source language and the target
language for the sentence pair at hand.

Our first series of experiments consists in mea-
suring translation quality in a balanced data set
setting. Our model is trained on an equal amount
of training data for all the languages. We start with
5,000 sentences for training across all language
pairs. The amount of test and validation data is
1,000 sentences each for all the languages in our
model. Each language possesses a balanced data
set for training, validation and test in the ”BAL-
ANCED” round. The data are randomly selected.
We do not perform pivoting through the English lan-
guage because of the limited number of sentences
in common.

Our second series of experiments measures trans-
lation quality when increasing the data for other
languages than Manipuri. We showed in Table 1
that the Manipuri–English language pair has the
least number of sentence pairs (7,419) among all
language pairs. Because of this number, we first
create a balanced data set of 7,000 sentences in to-
tal for all the language pairs. We then increment the
training data by 2,000 sentence pairs in all language
pairs, except Manipuri–English, in three rounds.

In total, we report translation quality for three
types of models.

• single models: these are models trained on a
single language pair, one for each language
pair.

• multilingual models: these are models trained
on our data on different types of multilin-
gual data, i.e., one-to-many, many-to-one and
many-to-many (Johnson et al., 2017).

• zero-shot models: these are the models for
testing zero-shot translation on the language
pairs for which no parallel data was seen dur-
ing training.

An example of a zero-shot model is described
below. Suppose that we have trained a model on



the following language pairs: Manipuri–English
and Assamese–English, in both directions, hence
in 4 language directions. The zero-shot model
will translate between Manipuri and Assamese in
both directions, although no Assamese–Manipuri
or Manipuri–Assamese sentence pair has been seen
during training.

One of our experiments focuses on zero-shot
translation with balanced data set. For that, we
test the three possible different combination of lan-
guage pairs with our data. i.e., for one of the three
Indian language, Assamese, Bengali or Hindi, call
it X, we build a system to perform zero-shot transla-
tion from Manipuri into X by using sentence pairs
from Manipuri–English in both directions and X–
English, in both directions too.

We change the conditions of the above experi-
ments by increasing the training data with groups
of 2,000 sentence pairs in the three Indian language
to English language pairs for three rounds, for all
of our models.

5 Experiments and results

5.1 Experimental setup

We briefly outline the experimental setup used in
all of our experiments in this section.

We firstly introduce the three types of models
used in our experiments. The single models are
trained on a single language pair, the multilingual
models are trained on different types of multilin-
gual data and the zero-shot models are trained on
language pairs which exclude the language pair to
be tested. In a first series of experiments, we mea-
sure the translation accuracy of all our models on
balanced data sets for all of our language pairs. For
that, we randomly select 5,000 sentences for train-
ing and 1,000 sentences each for validation and
testing from our data set for all the language pairs.
Later, we expand our experiments by increasing
the training data by 2,000 for all the language pairs
excluding Manipuri-English language pair in two
rounds.

5.1.1 Single models
We train the single models on a single language
pair, one for each language pair. There are a total
of eight language pairs in our experiments: from
each of Assamese (asm), Bengali (ben), Hindi (hin)
and Manipuri (mni), into English and vice-versa.
We then measure the effects of balanced data set on
our single models. Each language pair has 5,000

sentences for training and 1,000 sentences each for
validation and testing.

5.1.2 Multilingual models
We train our multilingual models (Johnson et al.,
2017) on different types of configurations. They
are listed below.

• One-to-Many: A One-to-Many multilingual
model is trained on language pairs that has
only one type of source language and different
types of target languages. In simple way, it is
a model which translates one source language
into many target languages. Because of our
data set, our source language is English and
the target languages are the Indian languages.

• Many-to-One: In a Many-to-One multilin-
gual model, only language pairs that has sev-
eral source languages and only one target lan-
guage are used for training. This is the other
direction than One-to-Many. Again, because
of our data set, the source languages are the
Indian languages and the target language is
English.

• Many-to-Many: Many-to-Many multilingual
model is trained on language pairs that has
several source languages and several target
languages. In our work, we train our model
on language pairs that has source languages
and target languages as Assamese (asm), Ben-
gali (ben), Hindi (hin), Manipuri (mni) and
English (eng) respectively.

5.1.3 Zero-shot models
Lastly, we train zero-shot models for testing zero-
shot translation as described in Section 4 on lan-
guage pairs without parallel data. Our model trans-
lates between Manipuri into the other Indian lan-
guages, i.e., Assamese, Bengali and Hindi.

5.1.4 Pre-processing and tools
Before preprocessing the data, we use Joint Byte-
Pair Encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016b) to address
the problem of rare words by using sub-word seg-
mentation. We apply Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE)
and perform sub-word segmentation on all of our
selected data set with 10,000 merge operations so
as to obtain a vocabulary representation of all our
language pairs.

For all of our experiments, we use OpenNMT-py
toolkit (Klein et al., 2017). We preprocess the train-
ing and validation data set for all the language pairs



after applying BPE. We train our model on a 2 lay-
ered RNN model with encoder type as bidirectional
RNN and decoder type as a simple RNN. We mea-
sure the translation accuracy of all our experiments
using BLEU (Koehn, 2004) with a confidence in-
terval of 95 %.

5.2 Model configuration
There are many RNN architectures available for
NMT. We choose the default model provided by
OpenNMT-py toolkit (Klein et al., 2017). It is a
seq2seq architecture with attention mechanism (Lu-
ong et al., 2015). In our models, both the en-
coders and decoders are long short-term memory
cells (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997).

We know that Transformer architecture (Vaswani
et al., 2017) provides a better translation accuracy
in comparison to the RNN architectures and it has
been mentioned in (Lakew et al., 2018) that their
transformer architecture outperforms the recurrent
ones in all its systems.

We implemented Transformer architecture in our
models. However, we decided to use RNN architec-
ture because it performed better with our data set.
For example, in many-to-one multilingual model,
the translation accuracy (measured using BLEU
with a confidence interval of 95%) for Transformer
architecture is in the range of 0.9±0.2 to 8.6±1.0
compared to the recurrent architecture as reported
in Table 3 whose range is 2.2 ± 0.5 to 9.6 ± 1.1.
The hyper-parameters are mostly the default ones
provided by the toolkit. The exact values for the
hyper-parameters are listed in Table 2.

5.3 Training settings
In all of our experiments, the hyper-parameters are
uniform throughout all the models. The model is
trained on a 2 layered RNN model having layer
size of 64 for embedding and 500 for inner layers.
The LSTM has encoder type as bidirectional RNN
and decoder as a simple RNN. Since our data set
is very small, we use a drop-out (Srivastava et al.,
2014) rate of 0.3 (Gal and Ghahramani, 2016). We
also use the general typed global attention mech-
anism onto the models. The models are trained
with 10,000 training steps with checkpoints at ev-
ery 5,000 steps.

For optimization of the model during training,
we use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) optimizer
with a learning rate of 0.001. The number of steps
before dropping the learning rate is set to 50,000
and the decay frequency which is the number of

RNN model
Embed Dim 500
RNN Type LSTM
Num Layers 2
Hidden Dim 500
Input Feeding True
Attention Global
Attention type General
Dropout 0.3
Encoder Type brnn
Decoder Type rnn

Optimization
Batch size 64
Batch type Sentences
Optimizer adam
Init learning rate 0.001

Learning rate schedule
# steps before decay 50,000
Decay frequency 10,000
Learning rate decay lcurr * 0.5

Table 2: Parameters used for RNN model. They are
mostly from openNMT-py toolkit suggestions.

steps at which the learning rate starts to drop taken
into account at each training step is taken as 10,000.

5.4 Results

In this particular experimental setting for balanced
data set of single and multilingual models, we ob-
serve that the multilingual models perform compar-
atively better than the single model in the case of
Indian language–English language pairs, excluding
Manipuri to English. See results in Table 3.

As for our zero-shot translation, the BLEU score
reported are very low for this set of experiment. We
report the results of the experiments on balanced
data which is addressed under the label ”BAL-
ANCED” and also, the results after increasing the
training data by 2,000 for three rounds under the
label of ”ROUND-I”, ”ROUND-II” and ”ROUND-
III” in Table 4.

We observe that the translation accuracy
recorded in ”ROUND-I” to ”ROUND-III” is
slightly higher in comparison to the results from
”BALANCED”. We also observe that the zero-
shot translation between Manipuri-Bengali lan-
guage pair performs comparatively better from
the rest with translation accuracy more than twice
of Manipuri-Assamese and with 1.4 times of
Manipuri-Hindi, with statistical significance. Addi-



Language Pair single multilingual

one-to-many many-to-one many-to-many

asm–eng 5.3 ± 0.3 — 5.9 ± 0.9 6.0 ± 0.9
ben–eng 0.9 ± 0.2 — 2.2 ± 0.5 1.8 ± 0.4
hin–eng 4.1 ± 0.5 — 4.6 ± 0.6 4.6 ± 0.6

mni–eng 9.7 ± 1.1 — 9.6 ± 1.1 8.1 ± 1.0
eng–asm 2.0 ± 0.4 2.4 ± 0.4 — 1.7 ± 0.3
eng–ben 1.4 ± 0.4 3.7 ± 0.5 — 3.7 ± 0.5
eng–hin 3.6 ± 0.5 3.3 ± 0.5 — 3.3 ± 0.5
eng–mni 50.5 ± 0.7 10.3 ± 0.9 — 10.6 ± 0.9

Table 3: Experiment results from balanced data set setting of single model and multilingual model (one-to-many,
many-to-one, many-to-many). It reports the translation accuracy as measured with BLEU with confidence interval
of 95%.

Language Pair Zero-shot

Balanced Round-I Round-II Round-III

mni–asm 0.2 ± 0.1 2.6 ± 0.4 4.6 ± 0.6 6.1 ± 0.9
mni–ben 6.1 ± 0.9 8.3 ± 1.0 10.9 ± 0.9 13.2 ± 1.3
mni–hin 1.3 ± 0.4 5.5 ± 0.3 7.6 ± 0.9 9.7 ± 1.1

Table 4: Experiment results of the zero-shot translation on balanced data set setting and, round-I and round-II and
round-III where the data for training is increased by 2,000 in Assamese to English (asm-eng), Bengali to English
(ben-eng) and Hindi to English (hin-eng) language pairs for three rounds. Translation accuracy is measured using
BLEU (in the range of 0-100) with confidence interval of 95 %.

tionally, the scores of Manipuri-Bengali language
pair is observed to be increased by twice in round-
III, with statistical significance, in comparison to
its result from ”BALANCED”. Lastly, Manipuri-
Assamese language pair increases by addition of 2
with statistical significance progressively from its
results obtained during balanced data to ROUND-
III and Manipuri-Hindi language pair increased
with 7 times of its result in ROUND-III from ”BAL-
ANCED”. The observed sentence behaviours of the
translated sentences in ”BALANCED” in terms of
its average number of words per sentence for each
language pair is half of the length of its reference
sentences. In order to understand this characteris-
tic, we looked into the behaviour of the training
sentences that is added in each round. For all the
language pairs, the average number of words in
a sentence for training sentences before addition
is lesser than the length of the test sentences (for
example, in our Assamese to English language pair,
the average number of words in a training sentence
is 16 initially and that of our added sentences for
each round is 18 and for our test sentences is 20).
We observe that the average length of sentences we

add in for each round is close to its length of the
test sentences. We can say that our NMT system
did not perform well in ”BALANCED” as it is not
good in learning short sentences which is could
explain as one of the reasons to why we are seeing
the length of the translated sentences to be half of
its reference sentences with repeated words, for
example, there are only 584 unique words out of
14,893 words (4 % unique words) in the translated
file of Manipuri–Assamese in ”BALANCED”. As
we progress with our rounds, the translation accu-
racy increases and the behaviour of the translated
sentences changes as well. The average length
of sentences becomes closer to the length of the
references as the rounds increase; the accuracy in-
creases too. The average sentence length of Ma-
nipuri to Bengali is equal to the length of the refer-
ence sentences in round-III (17 words). This lan-
guage pair gives the highest BLEU scores among
all other pairs. Manipuri–Bengali outperforms the
rest because of Bengali having lexical influence
over Manipuri. It is followed by Manipuri–Hindi.
Manipuri–Assamese exhibits the least score. This
may be explained by the fact that they do not in-



fluence each other directly (Bengali influences As-
samese and Manipuri but Assamese does not influ-
ence Manipuri).

6 Conclusion

This work provided an investigation in the use
of zero-shot translation between some Indian lan-
guages, in the context of low resource.

Firstly, we studied the influence of the balance
in data sets across the considered language pairs.
We observed that a multilingual model performs
comparatively better than a baseline single model,
in terms of BLEU scores. In addition, we observed
that, in zero-shot translation, a balanced configura-
tion does not perform well. As observed in other
works, the use of NMT on a very small amount
of data for training, validation and testing, results
in low translation accuracy, because NMT has a
steep learning curve with respect to amount of data
(Koehn and Knowles, 2017).

The translation accuracy when incrementing the
data size is comparatively better than in the bal-
anced data set settings. We observed a very small
increase in BLEU scores in the balanced settings
from ROUND-I to ROUND-III, although there is
no statistically significant difference. In zero-shot
translation, Manipuri–Bengali recorded the high-
est BLEU score among all language pairs, while
Manipuri–Assamese recorded the least score.

In the future, we would like to inspect the pos-
sibility of increasing the size of our data by using
back-translation. We expect that synthetic data will
help our models in improving the translation ac-
curacy (Sennrich et al., 2016a). We would also
like to inspect the use of the unsupervised learning
approach with adversarial training to learn a map-
ping from source to target languages without any
parallel data or anchor points (Lample et al., 2018)
on our models.
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